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Abstract—A FinTech system is a cluster of FinTech applications that intensively interact with databases containing a large quantity of user data. To ensure data consistency, it is a common practice to specify data constraints to validate data at runtime. However, data constraints often evolve according to changes in business requirements. Meanwhile, the developers can hardly keep up with the latest requirements due to the development cycle. Such an information barrier increases the communication burden and prevents FinTech applications from being updated in time, impeding the development cycle significantly.

In this paper, we present a comprehensive empirical study on data constraints in FinTech systems, investigating how they evolve and affect the development process. Our results show that developers find it hard to update their code timely because no mapping from data constraint changes to code is provided. Inspired by the findings from code updates respecting data constraint changes, we propose DCLINK, a traceability link analysis for linking each data constraint change to target methods demanding the code update in the FinTech application. We extensively evaluate DCLINK upon real-world change cases in Ant Group. The results show that DCLINK can effectively and efficiently localize the target methods.

Index Terms—static analysis, impact analysis, data constraint, FinTech application

I. INTRODUCTION

FinTech systems, e.g., e-payment services Paypal and Stripe, serve on a daily basis for ordinary people. These systems have also been increasingly prevalent in the software industry. Typically, a FinTech system comprises multiple microservices and cloud databases. The core business logic relies on frequent interactions that involve reading and updating database records. Since these records contain a lot of sensitive data, e.g., user balance, ensuring data consistency is one of the most critical concerns in developing and maintaining FinTech systems. For example, Amazon store processed 288 billion transactions using 5,326 database instances of Amazon Aurora, stored 1,849 terabytes of data, and transferred 749 terabytes of data on Prime Day 2022 [1]. Any erroneous data value can affect the system’s robustness and even introduce enormous economic loss [2].

†The first two authors contributed equally to this work and are sorted in alphabetical order.

To ensure data consistency, FinTech system managers specify target properties of data values in the database tables as data constraints, which constrain the data value in the databases at runtime. Specifically, to create these constraints, the managers summarize business requirements, list target properties, and write data constraints in a domain-specific language. When a data constraint is violated, error alarms notify the managers and developers, guiding them to take immediate reactions.

Due to constant changes in business requirements, the managers have to update the corresponding data constraints, and meanwhile, the developers are expected to refine their implementations to fit the changed requirements. Delayed updates would impede the development cycle and even postpone the testing and deployment to the brink. Unfortunately, there are no systematic studies on understanding the difficulties and challenges in bridging data constraints and implementations and no mature tools to assist developers. Thus, in this work, we conducted a large-scale study of 5,906 data constraints of a FinTech system and their relevant developers in Ant Group, a global FinTech company. The study aims to explore the following three research questions.

- **RQ1**: Is keeping up with data constraint changes for code updates difficult?
- **RQ2**: How does a data constraint change in an evolving FinTech system?
- **RQ3**: How does the application code change when a data constraint changes?

Through developer interviews and analysis of different versions of data constraints and application code, we have uncovered several significant implications. First, we find that most (73.9%) of the interviewees admitted that they had encountered difficulties when making corresponding implementation updates, of which the majority (76.5%) thought mapping data constraint changes to code is the key obstacle. Second, data constraints are often modified by adding or deleting a clause, which takes up 52.02% of the total change cases. Third, there is a particular class of field variables in the application, namely anchored field variables, which indicates the correspondence between the data constraint change and
code updates effectively.

Based on the findings, we realize that it is essential and feasible to bridge data constraint changes and implementations. While there have been several studies in analyzing data constraints [3], [4] in other domains, their approaches are not applicable to our problem. Several studies focus on building the links between the data constraints and the bug reports [4]. The other takes natural language descriptions of data constraints as the inputs for the mapping [3]. Adapting these approaches to the data constraints described in a domain-specific language (DSL) requires substantial manual efforts in writing descriptions. Test-to-code traceability studies are also relevant to our work. They leverage naming similarities, like naming conventions [5] or string distance [6], to build linkage to the implementations [7]. However, none of them consider the impacts of the data constraint changes on building the links to the code implementation, thus causing missing leakage.

Inspired by the empirical findings, we propose DCLINK, a traceability link analysis that automatically infers the code implementations demanding modifications according to data constraint changes. Our technique targets inferring the method level implementation, since methods are commonly used in unit testing and helpful for debugging [8]–[10]. To overcome the limitation of existing studies, DCLINK is aware of the change patterns of data constraints and localizes the target methods following the change patterns accordingly. First, we determine the program field variables related to the data constraint change as the anchored field variables. Second, we collect the impacted methods whose statements use the anchored field variables. Third, we aggregate all the methods and prioritize them based on a heuristic policy, returning an ordered list of methods to developers for code updates.

We evaluate DCLINK using 75 cases of data constraint changes among five crucial and most actively-developed FinTech applications in Ant Group. By comparing the methods in the returned list with the ground-truth target method labeled by developers, we determine if each target method is included in the Top $K$ functions for each case. The experimental results show that the Hit@10 and Hit@20 values of DCLINK are 76.00% and 93.33%, respectively. Besides, DCLINK finished analyzing each case efficiently, taking only 30.35 seconds on average, which demonstrates its practical use in real industrial scenarios. Overall, our work makes three major contributions:

- We conduct the first large-scale study of data constraints in FinTech systems, which demonstrates the necessity of bridging data constraint changes and implementations.
- We introduce the traceability link analysis DCLINK for localizing the target methods that demand modifications based on data constraint changes, providing suggestions for the developers in FinTech application maintenance.
- We evaluate DCLINK on real-world FinTech applications and demonstrate its effectiveness and efficiency in development assistance. DCLINK has been deployed in the production line of Ant Group.

Fig. 1: The development cycle of a FinTech system

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we first present the background of FinTech systems, and then introduce data constraints and their changes.

A. FinTech System Development

To enforce data consistency of FinTech systems, companies typically build a data reconciliation (DR) platform to examine the data properties dynamically. Fig. 1 shows the development cycle of a FinTech system in Ant Group.

- A manager specifies data consistency rules as data constraints in a DSL on the DR platform.
- The DR platform evaluates the data constraints on the database tables and then checks whether the records satisfy the desired properties.
- When a data constraint is violated, an alert will be sent to both managers and developers for further diagnosis.

In FinTech systems, service logic is frequently changed upon new business requirements, where both managers and developers need to update the data constraints and application code, respectively. Typically, to enforce data consistency in the persistent storage layer, the data constraints are updated ahead of the application code update, which should also address the changes to data consistency rules.

B. Data Constraints in FinTech Systems

There have been an increasing number of studies on data constraints [4], [11], [12]. For example, access control lists serve as a special data constraint describing network traffic rules [13], while they are not bounded to certain applications. Yang et al. [4] and Florez et al. [11] comprehensively studied data constraints in database-backed applications. To the best of our knowledge, the data constraints in FinTech systems have the most complex semantics studied so far, where

- A statement is an assertion statement, an assignment statement, or an if-statement.
- An assertion contains a Boolean expression of one or multiple clauses connected with logic connectives.
- A variable is either a column variable or a temporary variable, which loads the attribute value of a record from a table or stores the intermediate results, respectively.
- An operator can be a comparison operator used in a clause or an arithmetic operator. We also regard the string predicates, such as contains and equals, as generalized operators.
In addition to the form differences, due to the frequent requirement changes in FinTech systems, data constraints must be updated accordingly and timely. Under such criteria, to build links between the data constraint changes and code demanding modification, existing similarity-based traceability approaches [5], [7] are limited to robustly finding the linkage, since the propagation of changes is discarded.

Example 1. The data constraint $R$ in Fig. 2 contains two assertions. Both assertions have the same clause in Line 1, examining the nullability of the user id and the consistency of the account balances and the payment, respectively. The temporary variable $discount$ stores the discounts for different types of users. Notably, $R$ utilizes the string predicate $contains$ to determine if the column variable $user.type$ takes the literal ‘MEMBER’ as its substring. Also, $R$ leverages arithmetic operators ($-$) to express the expected relation of account balances and payment. The new data constraint $R'$ specifies promotional data consistency properties in addition to the original one by adding an if-statement and a new assertion. At this point, the developers must update their code to reflect the corresponding data constraint changes.

III. EMPirical Study METHodology

Although making code updates keep up with data constraint changes is a critical task, there are no mature tools to assist this due to the lack of systematic studies in understanding the challenges and characteristics of such a task. To bridge this gap, in this section, we present a systematic empirical study based on the dataset collected from real-world applications.

A. Subject Collection

To answer the research questions (RQ1-RQ3), we collect the FinTech applications developed by a technical unit in Ant Group. From an internal dashboard, we choose the Top 5 most frequently-updated applications and their developers as our study subjects1. These applications have been developed by an average of 134 developers so far, and their sizes range from 147 kLoC to 269 kLoC. On average, each application is updated with 4 commits per day. In total, there are 5,905 data constraints specified for the five applications, and each of them is updated an average of 2.28 times. Overall, our study subjects exhibit the frequently-evolving feature, serving as typical subjects for studying data constraint changes and code updates.

B. Analysis of Study Subjects

We propose three analyses with the collected subjects, which are the user experience analysis, the change analysis, and the impact analysis. In what follows, we present the details of the analyses.

User Experience Analysis. To answer RQ1, we first design the questionnaire to understand whether developers have difficulties in updating code subject to data constraint changes, and if yes, what is the root cause making such a process difficult. We designed the questionnaire with the questions in Fig. 3a. To ensure that the questionnaire is handed out to the most relevant core developers of the five most actively-developed applications, we utilize Git histories to select the developers that have changed over one thousand lines of code over the last two months. In total, we hand out questionnaires to 23 relevant developers satisfying these criteria. Through conducting a thorough user experience analysis, we can gain a profound understanding of the problem challenges.

Change Analysis. To answer RQ2, we compare the data constraints before and after each modification. To describe the change of data constraints, we borrow the concepts of edit action and edit script in [14]. Specifically, an edit action can be a node addition, deletion, and replacement upon the abstract syntax tree (AST) of the data constraint, while an edit script is essentially a sequence of the edit actions. Technically, we leverage the AST differencing algorithm [14] to generate the edit script for each pair of old and new data constraints. Lastly, we classify the edit actions based on the AST node types as follows, which further forms several patterns of edit actions.

- Statement: We determine whether the edit action is an insertion or deletion of a statement. We do not consider the replacement of a statement because it can be represented by the composition of an insertion and a deletion.
- Expression: To have a fine-grained classification of the node type, we examine the parents and children of the node representing an expression. For example, if the newly-added expression is the operand of a logical connective, the edit action is actually the clause insertion for the data constraint.
- Variable or operator: When the node represents a variable or an operator, the edit action can be the replacement of a variable or an operator, respectively. We do not consider the insertion and deletion of variables and operators, as they are subsumed by the changes in expressions.

Using the change analysis, we process the change history of each data constraint and obtain the edit scripts of continuous
versions. By summarizing the patterns of edit actions, we can derive the typical ways in which data constraints evolve.

Impact Analysis. To answer RQ3, we utilize intermediate results of the user experience analysis and the change analysis to study the impact of data constraint changes on implementations. Our impact analysis consists of three parts as follows:

- First, we identify the code commits driven by data constraint changes and the application code diff. We then ask the developers of the commits to pick out all the related implementation changes from the diff information.
- Second, we perform the change analysis upon the corresponding data constraint pair for each commit and extract the edit script to understand the data constraint change.
- Third, we manually inspect its edit script and the modified implementations and summarize how data constraint changes affect the implementation updates.

C. Summary

The aforementioned empirical study setups enable us to investigate the necessity of bridging data constraint changes with implementations, and understand how data constraints evolve and affect application code updates in the wild. Particularly, our study involves various kinds of subjects, such as the feedback of questionnaires, git history, data constraints, etc. The overall analysis of our study aggregates the multi-domain knowledge to demystify the data constraint changes and their impacts on the evolving FinTech applications.

IV. EMPIRICAL OBSERVATIONS

A. RQ1: Is keeping up with data constraint changes for code updates difficult?

To answer RQ1, we perform a user experience analysis to understand developers’ issues with the code update. Specifically, we collect the developers’ feedback on the questionnaire. Fig. 3b and 3c show the results of the user experience analysis. According to the feedback, most developers (17/23=73.9%) encountered difficulties when keeping up with data constraint changes for code updates. Among the developers with difficulties, most developers (13/17=76.5%) thought mapping data constraint logic to their code changes was the main obstacle to keeping up with the changes. There are also some (6/17=35.3%) of developers who admit that they have to frequently communicate with at least one manager when a data constraint has been changed, so that they can make the required changes in the proper methods. Three developers argue that there are other difficulties in understanding complex data constraints. “The data constraints refer to multiple database tables, making it difficult to understand the business logic”, said one of the three developers. According to the above comments, we find that the mapping data constraint changes to the application code, which demands an update, is the key obstacle. To understand the underlying reasons deeply, we also conducted interviews with two developers who have mapping difficulties. Both said the reasons are that there is no direct mapping from data constraints to application code, so it is laborious to examine the verbose list of methods that are possible to be updated. Finally, we can safely draw a conclusion to RQ1.

Finding 1: Developers have difficulty in keeping up with data constraint changes mainly due to the lack of linkage between data constraints and related application code.

B. RQ2: How does a data constraint change in an evolving FinTech system?

To answer RQ2, we conduct the change analysis for each modification of data constraints, and summarize six kinds of edit actions occurring in the edit scripts. Fig. 4 demonstrates three pairs of original and modified data constraints as examples, while Fig. 5 shows the proportions of the six kinds of edit actions. In what follows, we demonstrate each kind of edit action with the examples shown in Fig. 4.

Clause Addition/Deletion. The most common kind of edit action is clause addition, which takes up 33.79% of the total changes. The rules $R_1$ and $R'_1$ in Fig. 4 show an example of the clause addition. Connected with logical conjunctions, clauses in the assertion pose a stronger restriction on the database table \textit{loan}. Similarly, managers can delete a clause from an assertion, and the clause deletion takes up 18.23% of the investigated edit actions.

Statement Addition/Deletion. The addition and deletion of statements also account for relatively large proportions (15.90% and 9.53%) of data constraint changes. For example, $R'_3$ in Fig. 4 contains a new if-statement, posing an additional...
Column Variable Replacement. We find that 16.65% of changes involve the column variable replacement. For example, the new data constraint $R'_3$ in Fig. 4 examines the values in the column `begin` rather than `end` of the table `iabt`. Such kind of changes are often caused by the refined design of the system. The new data constraint describes a totally different property from the original one. Besides, the database schema refactoring can also introduce column variable replacement, as the managers have to update the column variables according to the latest schema.

Operator Replacement. We also notice that several modifications are quite minor, involving the replacement of operators. In Fig. 4, as an example, the logical conjunction used in $R_2$ is replaced with a logical disjunction in $R'_2$. Similar cases include the replacement of comparison operators and string predicates.

We also quantify the number of edit actions in each edit script. For most data constraints, the changes are fairly minor, only involving one or two edit actions, which take up 47.67% and 21.89%, respectively. For example, the first two pairs in Fig. 4 only contain a single edit action, while the third pair has two edit actions. In real-world scenarios, managers are more likely to adjust a data constraint with a minor revision, as business requirements often evolve smoothly.

Finding 2: The data constraint changes can involve the addition or deletion of a clause or statement, and the replacement of a column variable or an operator.

C. RQ3: How does the application code change when a data constraint changes?

To answer RQ3, we contacted the developers to manually collect 116 commits representing the code changes subject to date constraint updates. Then, we do an impact analysis to investigate how data constraint changes affect implementation updates. Now we demonstrate two critical findings with the examples in Fig. 6, which correspond to the data constraint changes in Fig. 4.

First, we identify several characteristics of the correlations between data constraints and application code.

- A column variable in a data constraint corresponds to a field variable of a class. The application code manipulates the records in the database tables via field variables. A particular class of column variables is a good indicator of the correspondence between the data constraint change and the implementation. When column variables appear in a specific scope of the data constraint, the corresponding field variables are also used in the target methods.

For clarity, we name such column variables and field variables as the anchored column variables and the anchored field variables. When bridging data constraint changes and target methods, the crux is to identify anchored column and field variables. To resolve the issue, we summarize our observations on their features in Table I. In short, the occurrence of anchored column variables depends on the edit action type.

- When adding a new clause or statement, the anchored column variables are located in the original Boolean expression or pre-existing statements of the old data constraint, as the developers need to modify the methods using the corresponding field variables.
- For the deletion of a clause or a statement, the column variables in the deleted construct are regarded as anchored ones. The developers should update specific methods using the corresponding field variables.
- For the other two edit actions, the anchored column variables are exactly the changed one or the operands of the changed operator, respectively.

Example 2. For the clause addition shown in Fig. 4, the anchored column variable is the column `type` of the table `loan`, inducing the anchored field variable `type` of the class `Loan` in the application code, which is used in the target method `buildLoan`. Similarly, we can obtain the anchored column variables and field variables for other types of edit actions, which are shown in the last five rows of Table I.
To better understand the features of the target methods, we further investigate the usage of anchored field variables in the application code. Specifically, we earn the three typical phenomena of their usage as follows, namely the value propagation, the use aggregation, and the IO relevance, which commonly exist in all the investigated cases.

- **Value propagation:** An anchored field variable is often retrieved by its getter method and modified by its setter method, which can yield the propagation of its value to local variables or the field variables of other classes.

- **Use aggregation:** The target methods tend to utilize the values of all the anchored field variables simultaneously. The developers can enforce the property specified by a data constraint by checking all the anchored field variables.

- **Database I/O relevance:** The target methods contain the database I/O operations. The developers follow the common practice of checking anchored field variables near the database I/O operations.

**Example 3.** Fig. 6 demonstrates the above three phenomena.

- In Fig. 6b, the values of the anchored field variables `status` and `state` in the class `Bill` are propagated to the field variables in the class `ConfirmDO` due to the invocation of `updateData`.

- As shown in Fig. 6b and Fig. 6c, all the anchored field variables are utilized in the target methods.

- Lastly, the target methods in all the three examples in Fig. 6 contain the database I/O operations, inserting the records to database tables under specific conditions.

The way of using anchored field variables actually originates from the common programming practice and design. As the database-backed application, the FinTech application can form sophisticated def-use chains, propagating the values of anchored field variables to multiple methods. Also, the developers tend to constrain the relationship of anchored field variables within a method that uses all of them simultaneously, by checking their relationship before updating database tables. Hence, the above three phenomena have quite intuitive explanations, guiding us to automatically localize the target methods according to data constraint changes.

**Finding 3.2:** The values of anchored field variables are propagated to target methods and utilized simultaneously along with the database I/O operations.

**D. Implications**

Based on the aforementioned discoveries, it is essential to establish a mechanism that can identify the relevant methods in the application code based on alterations in data constraints.
Essentially, it is a problem instance of traceability link analysis [3], [7], [15]–[17] of which an effective solution can assist the developers in updating their implementation on time. Test-to-code traceability techniques [5], [7] are the most relevant to our problem. However, they utilize string similarities or dynamic analysis to recover the linkage, which will neglect the change impacts of source artifacts, i.e., data constraints. Fortunately, our findings can provide key insights into bridging data constraint changes to implementation refinement. Specifically, the target methods often use a particular class of field variables, i.e., anchored field variables, with specific patterns, which inspires us to pinpoint the target methods with anchored field variables. In what follows, we propose a static analysis to bridge the data constraint changes and implementations.

V. TRACEABILITY LINK ANALYSIS

In this section, we present DCLINK, an approach to locating the target methods that may require modifications in response to data constraint changes. According to our empirical study, we observe that the methods using all the anchored field variables are more likely to be the target methods (Finding 3.2). Based on this key idea, we design the workflow of DCLINK, which is shown in Fig. 7. It takes the data constraints of two versions and the old-version application code as input and returns a list of methods. At a high level, DCLINK consists of three stages:

- First, it identifies the anchored field variables in the application code according to the data constraint change.
- Second, it conducts the impact propagation to identify the impacted methods using an anchored field variable.
- Finally, it aggregates all the impacted methods together and prioritizes them with a ranking policy.

In what follows, we present the technical detail of each stage. Throughout this section, we use the data constraints $R_1$ and $R'_1$ in Fig. 4 as an example to explain how to localize the target function buildLoan shown in Fig. 6a.

A. Anchored Field Variable Identification

Identifying anchored field variables requires addressing two issues. First, we need to identify the anchored column variables in the data constraints, which can be derived from the edit actions according to Table I. Second, we must establish the relationship between anchored column variables and field variables, which can be obtained from the application’s configuration files. After resolving the two issues, we can identify the anchored field variables, which can be further used to determine the impacted methods.

Algorithm 1: Identifying anchored field variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data:</th>
<th>Data constraints $a_1$ and $a_2$, configuration file $c$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Result:</td>
<td>$V$: A set of anchored field variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$es \leftarrow \text{EditScript}(a_1, a_2)$;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_V \leftarrow \text{ColToFieldVar}(c)$;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V \leftarrow \emptyset$; $A \leftarrow \emptyset$;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forall $ea \in es$ do</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A \leftarrow A \cup \text{AnchoredColVar}(a_1, a_2, ea)$;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forall $(tb, col) \in A$ do</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V \leftarrow V \cup M_V[(tb, col)]$;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>return $V$;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Alg. 1 shows the details of identifying anchored field variables. Initially, the function $\text{EditScript}$ obtains the edit script $es$ via the change analysis (Line 1). The function $\text{ColToFieldVar}$ derives the column-field variable mapping $M_V$ from the configuration file (Line 5). We then process each edit action and extract the anchored column variables based on Table I. Finally, we leverage the mapping $M_V$ to convert the anchored column variables to the anchored field variables (Lines 6–7).

Example 4. In Fig. 4, the data constraint $R_1$ is modified by adding a new clause. Based on Table I, we extract the anchored column variable $\text{loan.type}$ from the clause in the original assertion. We derive the mapping of column variables and field variables from the configuration files from database integration frameworks, e.g., MyBatis [18]. Finally, we identify the anchored field variable type in $\text{Loan}$.

B. Impact Propagation

To identify the impacted methods of each variable, we can process each variable and extract the methods that utilize its value. Leveraging the datalog-based program analysis [19], [20], we evaluate the def-use relations to collect the methods using the anchored field variables.

Our analysis is formulated as Datalog rules [21] in Fig. 8. The analysis takes three kinds of relations, which indicate the definition of a variable, the def-use relation, and the method containing a statement, respectively. Notably, all the above relations are available in many Datalog-based program analyzers, such as CODEQL [22]. Based on these three relations, we define the analysis rules as follows:

- Given an anchored field variable $v$, identify all its definitions according to the relation $\text{DefVar}$. |
- Compute the transitive closure of the relation $\text{DUEdge}$ to identify all the uses of the value of $v$. |
- Lift the uses to the methods based on $\text{Method}$ and collect the methods in the relation $\text{UseMethod}$. |
Input relations
\begin{align*}
\text{DefVar}(v, s) & : \text{A statement } s \text{ defines the value of a variable } v \\
\text{DUEdge}(s_1, s_2) & : \text{The value defined by } s_1 \text{ is used in } s_2 \\
\text{Method}(s, m) & : \text{The statement } s \text{ appears in method } m
\end{align*}

Output relations
\begin{align*}
\text{UseMethod}(v, m) & : \text{The method } m \text{ uses the variable } v
\end{align*}

Analysis rules
\begin{align*}
\text{DUPath}(s_1, s_2) & : \text{DUEdge}(s_1, s_2) \\
\text{DUPath}(s_1, s_3) & : \text{DUPath}(s_1, s_2), \text{DUEdge}(s_2, s_3). \\
\text{UseVar}(v, s_2) & : \text{DefVar}(v, s_1), \text{DUPath}(s_1, s_2) \\
\text{UseMethod}(v, m) & : \text{UseVar}(v, s), \text{Method}(s, m)
\end{align*}

D. Summary

Our traceability problem differs from existing targets and poses unique challenges. First, existing work [3], [15]–[17], [23] do not consider the propagation of changes to source artifacts, which might result in missing linkage to target artifacts. To this end, we utilize the anchored field variables to perform static analysis to calculate the impact of changes. Second, due to the propagation of change, the target method does not necessarily contain similar names data constraint variables, making existing similarity-based methods [3], [7] ineffective. To this end, we follow the observations, use aggregation and database I/O relevance from our studies, and design prioritization solution to build links from data constraint changes to code.

VI. Implementation and Evaluation

We implement DCLINK on top of a Datalog-based program analyzer in Ant Group. To identify the data constraint changes, we parse the two versions of data constraints and implement a tree diff algorithm [14] to extract the edit script. To obtain the mapping from table columns to program variables, we implement a parser to analyze the configuration files of FinTech applications, such as the Mapper XML files in the MyBatis framework [18]. Lastly, we leverage the def-use analysis provided by platform S to achieve impact propagation in the traceability link analysis.

We evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of DCLINK by investigating the following research questions:

- **RQ4**: How effectively does DCLINK locate the target methods according to data constraint changes?
- **RQ5**: How much are the time and memory overhead in each round of the traceability link analysis?

Data Availability. The subjects of our study, including data constraints and FinTech applications, cannot be shared because of confidentiality agreements in Ant Group.

A. Experimental Setup

We conduct the experiments using 75 data constraint changes, which are not investigated for RQ3 in the empirical study. Specifically, 89.33% (67/75) of data constraint changes involve clause additions and deletions, which is consistent with our second finding of the empirical study. Similar to the method of studying RQ3, we utilize the git history to determine the developers committing the updated code, and ask them to label the target methods for each data constraint.
change, which serves as the ground truth for our evaluation. When evaluating DCLINK, we feed each data constraint pair and the old-version application code to it.

**Baselines.** To show the superiority of our traceability link recovery, we compare DCLINK with five conventional baseline approaches. First, we do an ablation study by comparing DCLINK to a baseline approach DCLINK-C that is set not to have method prioritization, similar to existing impact analysis-based approaches [24], [25]. Second, we adopt all possible baselines from the state-of-the-art test-to-code traceability recovery [7] set with the same thresholds \( t \), namely similarity-based approaches, including the naming convention (NC) [5], two longest common sequence variants (LCS-B and LCS-U, \( t = 0.8 \)), and Levenshtein distance (\( t = 0.35 \)) [6]. Other execution-based (e.g., LCBA [5]) and textual approaches [26] are discarded since data constraints are not test cases that invoke application code directly and cannot be applied on the method level [7].

**Metrics.** We use the following commonly-adopted metrics [3], [8], [27] to measure the quality of the method lists computed by DCLINK:

- **Hit@K**: The percentage of the target methods that can be discovered by inspecting the top \( K \) of the returned list. An effective traceability link analysis should enable developers to find the target methods by examining as few methods as possible. The higher metric values indicate better quality of the solution.

- **MAP (Mean Average Precision) [27]**: The mean value of the average precision of predicting the target methods. When the ascending ranks of the target methods are \( h_1, h_2, \cdots, h_k \) in the \( i \)-th traceability analysis, we have

\[
MAP = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \frac{1}{k_i} \sum_{j=1}^{k_i} \frac{j}{h_j} \right)
\]

Here \( N \) is the total number of analysis rounds. The higher the MAP value, the more precise the analysis is.

All experiments are conducted on a Macbook Pro with an eight-core M1 processor and 16 GB of physical memory.

---

**Fig. 9**: Size distribution of method lists of each approach

---

**B. Effectiveness of DCLINK**

To quantify the effectiveness of the traceability link analysis, we measure the size of the returned method list and compute the MAP and Hit@K values, where \( K \in \{1, 5, 10, 20\} \). The small list size, the high MAP value, and the high Hit@K values mean effective recovery of data constraint changes with implementations.

Fig. 9 shows the distribution of different list sizes, ranging from 1 to 44. As shown in the violin plot, most of the returned list contains more than four and fewer than 20 methods. The average size is 8.66, and the median is 7, indicating that the developers only need to examine fewer than nine methods when inspecting the results of DCLINK, for code update. To determine whether DCLINK’s result contains significantly fewer methods, we conduct Mann-Whitney U Test with the null hypothesis that DCLINK does not significantly return fewer methods than DCLINK-C and other similarity approaches. Our results rejected this hypothesis with a \( p \) value less than 0.05, demonstrating the necessity of incorporating method prioritization originated from our study findings. Moreover, the similarity-based approaches often fail to identify the correct method demanding code updates. Specifically, our experiment shows NC, LCS-B, LCS-U, and Levenshtein failed to include the target methods in 56%, 79%, 68%, and 25% of linkage results. In these cases, developers need to pay extra effort to search the target methods manually from all other methods. To summarize, DCLINK significantly reduces the manual efforts in searching to-update methods upon data constraint updates.

Table II shows the Hit@K values of DCLINK and other baselines with different values of \( K \). Specifically, the hit rate of DCLINK when inspecting the Top 1 and Top 5 methods are 0.040 and 0.360, respectively. Besides, 76% of the target methods are located successfully by examining the Top 10 methods. When inspecting the Top 20 methods, the developers can identify the target methods in 93.3% of the total cases. Notably, all the target methods are predicted successfully by DCLINK and DCLINK-C, as all the returned lists contain the target methods in the experimental subjects. However, DCLINK-C does not have a high hit rate within the Top 10 attempts and low MAP because the propagation might return a lot of candidates, which demands further prioritization. Similarity-based approaches have neither a high hit rate nor precision (\( \leq 0.04 \)). Moreover, DCLINK’s MAP value reaches 0.421, the highest among all approaches, showing a satisfactory recovery precision. This suggests that similarity-based approaches can be imprecise due to their unawareness of change propagations, while DCLINK bridges the gap via a change propagation analysis and thus is much more precise.

---

**Answer to RQ4:** DCLINK features the highest Hit@K and MAP among all of the approaches, which indicates its effectiveness in assisting developers in finding methods for code updates.
C. Efficiency of DCLINK

In our experiment, DCLINK and DCLINK-C consume 53.97 MB and 56.62 MB of peak memory to analyze all projects, respectively, while similarity-based approaches consume no more than 10 MB. Fig. 10 also shows the detailed statistics of time consumption. Overall, the time consumption is within 4 minutes. Specifically, a single run of the traceability link analysis takes 30.35 seconds on average. The major time cost comes from evaluating the queries performed by the Datalog engine. On average, the query execution consumes 30.16 seconds, while the change analysis only consumes less than 0.2 seconds. Although other similarity-based approaches generally take less than 9 seconds because they only make string comparisons, their effectiveness can hardly meet developers’ needs. In general, DCLINK is efficient in terms of time and memory consumption, which is efficient enough to support developers in localizing and updating the target methods quickly. If integrated into the CI/CD pipeline of data constraint updates, DCLINK can accelerate the development workflow by providing supplementary tips to the developers within the development cycle. Thus, the overall efficiency of DCLINK is promising, showing its practical value in assisting FinTech system development.

**Answer to RQ5**: DCLINK consumes 30.35 seconds and 53.97 MB of peak memory on average, efficiently bridging data constraint changes with implementations.

D. Discussions

**Threats to Validity.** There are two potential threats to the validity of our work. The first is the subject selection bias. We only evaluate DCLINK upon the data constraint changes not investigated for RQ3 in the empirical study. Due to limited permissions, we could not access the FinTech applications of other technical units in Ant Group. However, the cases used for the study and the evaluation are selected randomly, making our experimental data reflect the performance of DCLINK for general cases to some extent. The second is the way of evaluating the effectiveness. In our evaluation, we conduct the control group study to show the superiority of DCLINK to the conventional practice. However, a more reasonable way to evaluate its usefulness should be to get feedback from developers in the long term, which remains our future work.

**Limitations and Future Work.** Although the evaluation demonstrates the advantages of DCLINK, it still faces two limitations. First, the input relations used in the impact propagation are generated exhaustively, while there might be a large proportion of the methods not contributing to the final result. Thus, the redundant computation occurs in the incremental impact analysis. Second, we observe that DCLINK can spend much time executing queries. When computing the impacted methods for different anchored field variables, the queries are processed independently. However, the impacted methods of the variables possibly overlap, introducing redundant computation in the query execution.

In the future, we can further explore the following directions for improvement. For example, it is meaningful to design an incremental mechanism for generating relational representations for an evolving application. Besides, we would improve the efficiency of query execution with a synergistic design, i.e., utilizing common intermediate results of the execution to avoid redundant computation.

VII. RELATED WORK

A. Data Constraints

Formulated as an important domain-specific language, data constraints have attracted increasing research interest in recent years. Yang et al. [4] and Florez et al. [11] comprehensively studied data constraints in database-backed applications, of which the findings guide the detection of inconsistent data constraints and the implementation of application programs [3], respectively. Besides, CFINDER [28] and AUTORECONCILER [12] target synthesizing data constraints from application code and runtime data, respectively, effectively alleviating the manual effort in writing data constraints. Similarly, CONSTROPT also synthesizes data constraints, which further guide the application refactoring to improve the performance [29]. In another recent work, EqDAC determines the data constraint equivalence efficiently to avoid the redundant runtime verification [30]. Our work concentrates on a different usage scenario from the ones in existing studies, where the application code demands modification according to data constraint changes. Essentially, DCLINK provides a systematic mechanism of bridging evolving system specifications expressed by data constraints and system refinement, which can be generalized and applied to other similar software systems. For example, the development of networking systems and protocols has demonstrated a similar pattern [31], [32], where the updates of data constraints and code changes are highly co-related. In the future, we intend to extend our work to study and bridge the data constraint changes and implementation updates in networking systems.

B. Traceability Link Recovery

There have been a broad number of literature working on traceability link recovery, establishing the linkage between different modules of the programs or multiple artifacts of the
systems [3], [7], [15]–[17], [23], [33]–[39]. For instance, several studies summarize and link system requirements with the corresponding implementation by applying various techniques, including machine learning [15], retrieval models [40], and dynamic analysis [41]. The most relevant work to DCLINK is the test-to-code traceability study [7], [33]. A test case depicts the system specification, which bears similarities to data constraints in our work. However, previous studies do not consider the change impact of the test cases, only analyzing the relationship between specific test cases and program methods. Besides, DCLINK utilizes the configuration file to obtain the relationship between variables and attributes in data constraints instead of simply matching with names [7] and dynamic profiling [33]. Therefore, DCLINK supports a more robust traceability link recovery to bridge the data constraint and application changes.

C. Datalog-based Program Analysis

Datalog is a logic programming language widely used in declarative program analysis [19], [42]–[49]. In this work, we feed the change patterns of data constraints and derive basic relations from the application code of FinTech systems. Our effort shows the feasibility of bridging the gap between software artifacts of other forms, such as data constraints, to software application code. Datalog has also been applied in incremental program analysis [20], [50]–[52]. We do not claim to improve the performance of incremental analysis, but target a different problem, that is, how to abstract and propagate the change impact of data constraints in FinTech applications. We believe it would be promising to leverage existing techniques of incremental Datalog evaluation [53] to accelerate the analysis of application code.

VIII. Conclusion

In this work, we conduct a comprehensive study of data constraint changes in FinTech systems, demonstrating the necessity of bridging data constraint changes and implementations. We then propose the traceability link analysis DCLINK for inferring the target methods according to data constraint changes, effectively assisting the developers in updating their implementations. Our work makes the first step towards providing implementation support for the developers of evolving FinTech systems.
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